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1. Choose the correct variant. 

My mouse … white, but his mice … grey. 

A) is/ are        B) is/ is         C) are/ are         D) are/ is         E) -/ are 

 

2. Choose the correct variant. 

His friend and he … happy  

A) are       B) am        C) is        D) do       E) has 

 

3. Choose the correct variant. 

… a boy and two girls in the room. 

A) there is        B) there are         C) they are      D) there         E) it is 

 

4. Choose the correct variant. 

… maths, physics, chemistry rooms in our school. 

A) there are       B) it is         C) there is      D) they are         E) there 

 

5. Choose the correct variant. 

Tural … new shoes 

A) has got         B) have got         C) haves       D) are         E) to have got 

 

6. Choose the correct variant 

I … any English books. 

A) have not got           B) hasn’t got          C) has 

D) don’t have got       E) am not having got 

 

7. Choose the correct variant. 

Her shorts … nice, … they expensive? 

A) are/ are         B)is/ is          C) are/ is      D) is/ are         E) -/ are 

 

8. Choose the correct variant. 

… an apple on the table. 

1. there is      2. There are       3. are there        4. There isn’t      5. there aren’t 

A) 1, 4         B) 3, 4        C) 2, 3      D) 1, 5        E) 2, 5                          

 

9. Choose the correct sentences 

A) there are some coffee tables in the hall 

B) there is coffee table near the window     C) there is a coffee on the table. 

D) there are a police car near the hotel 

E) there aren’t any news programme on TV now 

 

10. Choose the correct variant. 

A) have you got any friends in that street over there? 



B) do you got any friends in this street over there? 

C) have you got a lot friend in that street over there? 

D) do you have got a lot of friends? – yes , I do. 

E) have she got any friend in that street over there? 

 

11. Choose the correct variant. 

Maryam and I … good neighbours. 

A) are       B) is        C) –         D) be         E) am 

 

12. Choose the correct variant 

 … Sabina and Leyla tailors? 

A) are         B) is        C) –       D) be          E) am 

 

13. Choose the correct variant. 

Babies cry when they … hungry. 

A) are        B) is          C) am       D) -         E) to be 

 

14. Choose the correct variant. 

… a police programme on TV  every day 

A) there is        B) there are        C) it is       D) they are       E) there  

 

15. Choose the correct variant 

… a boy and three girls in the library. 

A) there is        B) there has         C) it have       D) there are         E) it is 

 

16. Choose the correct variant 

A) do you have a right to live?- Yes, I do 

B) do they have a peach juice in the morning? –Yes, they have 

C) do you have right to live? –Yes, I do 

D) have they got a stable for horses?- No, they got not 

E) have they got no a stable for horses? –No, they not 

 

17. Choose the correct variant 

- Do they have a ticket for the  lunch? 

- No, they … . 

A) don’t       B) hasn’t        C) haven’t got       D) don’t have got        E) don’t got 

 

18. Choose the correct variant 

June, July and August … summer months. 

A) are        B) is         C) am       D) -         E) to be 

 

19.  Choose the correct variant. 

The students … red pens 

A) have got        B) hasn’t got        C) aren’t got     D) has got       E) isn’t  

 



20. Choose the correct answer. 

- is there any useful news? 

- … 

A) yes, there is              B) yes, there         C) no, is there not. 

D) yes, there is no         E) no, there are not 

 

21. Choose the correct variant. 

… Mustafa and I good friends? 

A) are       B) is        C) –        D) be        E) am 

 

22. Choose the correct variant. 

Your trousers … nice, … they new? 

A) are/ are       B) is/ is       C) are/ is      D) -/ are        E) is/ are 

 

23. Choose the correct variant. 

Do they have a country house near the sea? 

A) no, they don’t          B) yes, they have         C) yes, we do 

D) no, they have             E) no, they have no 

 

24. Choose the correct variant. 

A) there are sheep and three hens in the yard. 

B) there are a sheep and three hen in the hard. 

C) there are sheeps and three hens in the yard 

D) there are sheep and three hen in the yard. 

E) there is a sheep and three hen in the yard. 

 

25. Choose the correct variant. 

- … you doctors? – Yes, … …. . 

A) are/ we are         B) are/ they are        C) is/ she is 

D) do/ we do           E) are/ I am 

 

26.Choose the correct variant  

- have you got a pet? 

- … . 

A) yes, I have         B) no, I am not          C) yes, I am 

C) no, I aren’t          E) no, I doesn’t 

 

27. Choose the correct variant. 

Mice … small round ears and long tails. 

A) have got         B) has       C) has got     D) don’t have got         E) don’t got 

 

28. Choose the correct variant. 

There … deer in this forest 

A) aren’t any       B) isn’t       C) not any      D) are any       E) aren’t no  

 



29. Choose the correct variant 

Your sister … a good singer. 

A) is       B) are        C) to be       D) have         E) be 

 

30. Choose the correct variant. 

… very little money in my pocket. I … buy these trousers 

A) there is/ can’t          B) there is/ can        C) it is/ can 

D) there is/ couldn’t        E) it is/ am 

 

31.  Choose the correct variant. 

… a carpet in my room but … new furniture in it. 

A) there isn’t/ there is                B) there is/ there aren’t 

C) there isn’t/ there isn’t            D) there is/ there is       E) there isn’t/ there are 

 

32. Choose the correct variant. 

A) she does not have a cold now      B) she does not got a cold now 

C) she does not has a cold now        D) she does not have a cold now 

E) she does not have got cold now 

 

33. Choose the correct variant. 

That deer … a baby 

A) doesn’t have         B) don’t have        C) doesn’t has 

D) haven’t                  E) have got 

 

34. Choose the correct answer. 

Is her family poor? 

A) no, it isn’t           B) yes, her is        C) yes, she is 

D) no, I am not        E) no, it’s 

 

35. Choose the correct answer. 

 Is the prince really popular? 

A) no, he isn’t       B) yes, it’s       C) yes, she is     D) no, she is      E) no, he is 

 

36. Choose the correct past continuous tense. 

My brother and sister … playing tennis at 11a.m. yesterday. 

A) were       B) are        C) was        D) they           E) is 

 

37.Choose the correct past continuous tense. 

 … you still working at 7p.m. last night? 

A) were          B) are         C) was          D) where           E) there 

 

38.Choose the correct future continuous tense. 

I … during rush hour. 

A) will be driving            B) will have drive        C) -  



D) will has drive              E) will be drive 

 

39.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

 He will not be … the bus today. 

A) taking           B) -         C) taken          D) take           E) taked 

 

40.Choose the correct present perfect. 

Tim … not been to London.              

A) has         B) are       C) have            D) is              E) am 

 

41.Choose the correct present perfect. 

 … you finished your coursework? 

A) have       B) had          C) are           D) has           E) is 

 

42.Choose the correct past perfect. 

We … finished eating dinner. 

A) had not        B) has not       C) –         D) not had          E) ‘d had not 

 

43.Choose the correct past perfect. 

Had they … to her before? 

A) spoken         B) spoke         C) spoked           D) spoking        E) speak 

 

44.Choose the correct past continuous tense. 

At 8.30a.m. today I … driving to work. 

A) was           B) is         C) am          D) were         E) are 

 

45.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

They … the cottage that weekend. 

A) ‘ll be using          B) using             C) ‘re be using 

D) use                  E) ‘s be using  

 

46.Choose the correct present perfect. 

Ben has … his umbrella. 

A) forgotten        B) forget          C) forgot         D) forgetting        E)  -  

 

47.Choose the correct present perfect. 

You … not left yet. 

A) ‘d            B) would has             C) would had 

D) would have            E) would 

 

48.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

 Nigel … be coming to the picnic. 

A) won’t          B) won’t not          C) willn’t 

D) will don’t            E) will  

 



49.Choose the correct present perfect. 

The kids … the lost kitten. 

A) have found          B) are find           C) have find 

D) is find               E) are found 

 

50.Choose the correct present perfect. 

 He hasn’t worked … last year.  

A) since         B) as           C) by         D) for      E) form 

 

51.Choose the correct past continuous tense. 

We … sleeping when the police came 

A) weren’t           B) were        C) won’t         D) was      E) wasn’t  

 

52.Choose the correct present perfect. 

 I had never … her before. 

A) seen       B) see          C) saw              D) had seen          E) would see 

 

53.Choose the correct present perfect. 

We arrived at 8:05, but the train … already left. 

A) had           B) has          C) have         D) -             E) hasn’t  

 

54.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

Where … sleeping? 

A) will you be      B) you be        C) will you       D) are be    E) is be 

 

55.Choose the correct present perfect. 

 I’ve … that film before. 

A) seen         B) don’t see          C) saw        D) had seen      E) see 

 

56.Choose the correct past continuous tense. 

Why … he having lunch at 4p.m.? 

A) was      B) is        C) does          D) were        E) doesn’t     

 

57.Choose the correct past continuous form. 

 Was he not … his homework? 

A) doing          B) don’t             C) do         D) done           E) does 

 

58.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

We’ll be … the news at 10p.m. 

A) watching          B) watch           C) to watch 

D) watched            E) will watch            

 

59.Choose the correct present perfect. 

Bill … worked here for long. 

A) hasn’t            B) is  not         C) not          D) haven’t        E) ‘re not 



 

60.Choose the correct present perfect. 

Where … Lilly put my bag? 

A) has          B) are        C) is          D) have           E) –  

 

61.Choose the correct past perfect. 

Sarah thought she … to that Zoo before. 

A) had been       B) has been       C) had be        D) has be     E) been 

 

62.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

I’ll try my best to spot you. 

What … wearing? 

A) will you be      B) will         C) will be        D) will you        E) will are 

 

63.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

Don’t forget your snowpants.  

It … by the time you get to school. 

A) will be snowing          B) are snow             C) will snow 

C) is snowing                   E) will snowing         

 

64.Choose the correct present perfect. 

Have you seen Tom … ? 

A) today            B) tomorrow         C) last week 

D) yesterday               E) next week 

 

65.Choose the correct present perfect. 

Have you ever … to France? 

A) been          B) come              C) be            D) go       E) goes 

 

66.Choose the correct past continuous tense. 

Snow … lightly. Suddenly a reindeer appeared. 

A) was falling        B) are falling        C) felling         D) fell        E) is falling 

 

67.Choose the correct past perfect. 

Nobody explained why the project had … on time. 

A) n’t been completed          B) not completed             C) n’t complete 

D) n’t been complete            E) complete 

 

68.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

At noon tomorrow, I … on a beach somewhere. 

A) ‘ll be relaxing          B) relax         C) will being relax 

D) relaxing                   E) ‘ll be relax 

 

69.Choose the correct past perfect. 

He … us the item had been shipped. 



A) told         B) say         C) saying            D) asked           E) ask 

 

70.Choose the correct past perfect. 

 Somebody threw  shoes at him … he was speaking. 

A) while        B) after          C) then          D) when         E) where 

 

71.Choose the correct future continuous form. 

Sorry, I can’t. I … my daughter. 

A) will be taking               B) take               C) won’t be take 

D) ‘ll take                          E) be take    

 

72. Choose the correct tense form: 

    Ali … his lessons by that time tomorrow. 

    A) will have finished           B) is finished           C) finished        

    D) will finish                  E) finishes 

 

73. Choose the correct tense form: 

     Sevil … her lessons by 5 o’clock tomorrow. 

     A) will have prepared           B) is preparing          C) had prepared        

     D) will be preparing       E) will prepare 

 

74.Choose the correct tense form: 

       The students … their exams by the end of the month. 

       A) will have passed          B) will be passing          C) are passed        

     D) have passed       E) are passing 

 

75.Choose the correct tense form: 

       I … the house by 7 o’clock in the evening  

       A) will have cleaned          B) am cleaning         C) have cleaned        

       D) cleaned       E) have cleaned 

 

76. Choose the correct tense form: 

       I … the letter by that time tomorrow. 

       A) will have sent       B) will sent       C) send       D) had sent       E) sends 

77. Choose the correct tense form: 

       My grandparents … from village by the end of the week. 

       A) will have come back            B) will come back           C) are conning        

       D) comes          E) had came 

 

78. Choose the correct tense form: 

       Anar … his work by 6 o’clock tomorrow. 

       A) will have finished                 B) have finished        

       C) will be finish               D) has finished          E) had finished 

 



79.Choose the correct tense form: 

       Afaq … her drawing by 4 o’clock tomorrow. 

       A) will have finished          B) finishes         C) will finish         

       D) finished               E) had finished 

 

80.Choose the correct tense form. 

That girl … seven  ice-creams every day. 

A) eats        B) eat         C) shall eat       D) has eaten        E) have eaten 

 

81.Choose the correct tense form. 

The Sun ... in the East. 

A)always rises     B) always is rising         C) rises always          D) always  rising      

E)rise 

 

82. Choose the correct tense form. 

My sister … a letter for us  last week. 

A)  wrote        B) write              C) written          D) writing       E) is writing 

 

83. Choose the correct tense form. 

I shall wait until he …   . 

A)  arrives       B) is arriving        C) arrive        D) arrived        E) was arrived 

 

84. Choose the correct tense form. 

She is going ... a doctor. 

A) to be         B)being         C)be         D)will be           E)been 

 

85.Choose the correct tense form. 

You will enter the university if you ... hard. 

A) study       B) to study         C) would study          D) studied      E) will study 

 

86.Choose the correct tense form. 

In autumn leaves  ... yellow and brown in the forests. 

A) become       B) have become       C) becomes       D) became        E) to become 

 

87. Choose the correct tense form. 

I shall stay  here until you ... back. 

A) come       B) will come       C) came        D) shall come          E) am coming 

 

88. Choose the correct tense form. 

You ... the meal yesterday. 

A) didn't cook            B) isn't cooking           C) don't cook          

D) wasn't cooking              E) haven't cooked 

 

89. Choose the correct tense form. 



The Earth ... round the Sun. 

A) goes           B) went           C) is going           D) go            E) will go 

 

90. Choose the correct tense form. 

The doctor ... the wounded soldier drink. 

A) made        B) maked           C) make           D) making         E) has make 

 

91. Choose the correct tense form. 

A magnet ... iron. 

A) attracts           B) will attract           C) attracting                 D) attract                                 

E) is attracting 

 

92. Choose the correct tense form. 

Your friend ... a new house last week. 

A) bought           B) buy          C) have bought          D) buys            E) buying 

 

93. Choose the correct tense form. 

They say there ... an accident here yesterday. 

A) was        B) has been          C) were          D) is           E) had been 

 

94. Choose the correct tense form. 

She hoped she ... a doll at Christmas. 

A) would get         B) will       C) would got         D) got             E) will get 

 

95. Choose the correct tense form. 

Yesterday  Mary ... to me with a problem. 

A) came         B) went          C) goes         D) has come            E) come 

 

96. Choose the correct tense form. 

Next month ... seventeen. 

A) I shall be        B) shall I be         C) I have          D) I was           E) I had 

 

97. Choose the correct tense form. 

 ... you have a good time last summer ? 

A)Did            B) Were          C) Are           D) Will            E)Do 

 

98. Choose the correct tense form. 

Aydan always ... English songs at every party. 

A) sings        B) singing           C) to sing            D) to sings            E)sing 

 

99. Choose the correct tense form. 

Listen! The birds … in the garden. 

A) are singing       B) were singing         C) sings         D) song      E) sing 

 

100. Choose the correct tense form. 



My brother … a cup of tea now. 

A) is drinking         B) drink         C) was drinking         D) drank        E) drinks 

 

101. Choose the correct tense form. 

Ali … at his uncleꞌs at the moment. 

A) is staying         B)will stay          C)stays        D)stayed      E)have  stayed 

 

102. Choose the correct tense form. 

When I saw her, she  …  reading a newspaper. 

A) was      B)is        C)are        D)were       E)will be 

 

103. Choose the correct tense form. 

Listen! The doorbell …    . 

A)is ringing       B)has rung       C)ring         D)rings      E) rang 

 

104. Choose the correct tense form. 

I ...  a book now. 

A)am reading           B) read         C) to read     D) is reading        E) are reading 

 

105. Choose the correct tense form. 

The students ... in the yard now. 

A) are  playing        B) play        C) plays           D) is playing           E) to play 

 

106. Choose the correct tense form. 

More rivers ... into the oceans. 

A)flow              B) fly           C) fell              D) fool           E) fall 

 

107. Choose the correct word. 

Unemployed people  have no ...  . 

A) job           B) mother             C) car         D) passport               E) house 

 

108. Choose the correct word. 

The ... prepares good soup for children every day. 

A) cook                B) cave                C) cock               D) meat              E) servants 

 

109. Choose the correct word. 

He usually brings ... presents to his friend. 

A)some          B) one             C) much             D) not          E) a little 

 

110. Choose the correct word. 

Let's ... Mr. Stevenson everything we know. 

A)tell                  B) speak               C) say              D) talk              E)write 

 

111. Choose the correct word. 

The Sahara ... covers  over nine million square kilometres. 



A)desert         B) deserts            C) mountain          D) dessert          E)hills 

 

112. Choose the correct word. 

My brother's and sister's son is my ...  . 

A)nephew       B) cousin         C) mother-in-law       D) niece          E)relatives 

 

113. Choose the correct tense form. 

 “Tom and Jerry” … still a good cartoon film. 

A)is       B)are          C)was          D)were      E)has 

 

114. Choose the correct word.  

Baku is on the ... of the Caspian Sea. 

A)shore         B) beach         C) seaside           D) bank          E)banks    

 

115. Choose the correct word. 

We usually have four … a day. 

A)meals         B) meal        C) rooms        D) meat       E) bread 

 

116.Choose the correct variant. 

Tell me please, ____ you coming to the party? 

A) are        B) do           C) have       D) is            E) does 

 

117.Choose the correct variant. 

They ____ ever been here before. 

A) have          B) do           C) are            D) has                E) does 

 

118.Complete the sentence using “there is” or “there are”. 

  ____ seven apples in the fridge. 

A) There are       B) There is       C) Have      D) Has          E) Had 

 

119.Choose the correct variant. 

____ she want to go out with her friends? 

A) Does        B) Are        C) Have         D) Do        E) Is 

 

120.Which question is in the Present Simple Tense form? 

A) Does he read a book?          B) Do he read a book? 

C) Is he reading a book?         D) Did he read a book? 

E) Has he reading a book? 

 

121.Which negative sentence is in the Past Simple Tense form? 

A) John did not work last weekend.       B) John not work last weekend. 

C) John do not work last weekend.        D) John have not work last weekend. 

E) John shall not worked last weekend. 

 



122.Choose the correct tense form. 

According to forecast, tomorrow ____ a sunny day. 

A) will be          B) was          C) have         D) is           E) has 

 

123.Choose the correct tense form. 

My father decided that he ____ to Italy on holidays. 

A) would go        B) going        C) have gone         D) will go          E) should go 

 

124.Put the correct tense form in gap. 

My mother-in-law ____ at our house this week. 

A) is staying        B) stayed        C) will be stay       D) stay          E) was stay 

 

125.Put the correct tense form in gap. 

 Yesterday my students ____ an interesting film about the life of the poor 

people. 

A) were watching                B) watches       C) have been watching 

D) has been watching         E) watch 

 

126.Choose the correct tense form. 

At noon tomorrow, I ____ on a beach somewhere. 

A) shall be relaxing           B) relaxed              C) relax 

D) will be relax                 E) have relax 

 

127.Choose the correct tense form. 

The teacher said that they ____ playing tennis at 4 p.m. 

A) would be       B) should be         C) will        D) should         E) would  

 

128.Choose the correct tense form. 

Mark has ____ his umbrella. 

A) forgotten        B) forget        C) forgets      D) forgetting      E) forgot 

 

129.Choose the correct tense form. 

My house was very dirty when she came over because I ____ it for weeks. 

A) hadn’t cleaned           B) hasn’t cleaned            C) cleaned 

D) was cleaned               E) am not clean 

 

130.Choose the correct tense form. 

In a few hours’ time we ____ on the plane flying to America. 

 A) will be sitting        B) sitting        C) has sitting 

 D) have sitting           E) sat 

 

131.Choose the correct tense form. 

The students ____ their exams. They are very happy. 

A) have finished                B) finished                 C) shall finish 

D) has finished                  E) will finished 



 

132.Choose the correct tense form 

Every morning we ____ to see my grandparents. 

A) go      B) went        C) has gone       D) goes         E) have gone 

 

133.Choose the correct negative tense form. 

Colleges and universities ____ yet. 

A) have not started         B) has not started       C) was not started 

D) were not started         E) started 

 

134.Complete the sentences using “there is” or “there are”. 

  ____ many children in the yard. 

A) There are        B) They are        C) Has          D) There is        E) Have 

 

135. Choose the correct variant 

      This is my nephew- my … 

 A) sister’s son       B) daughter’s daughter       C) aunt’s daughter 

 D) step- brother     E) brother’s daughter    

          

136. Choose the correct variant 

There … 14 students in this group 

   A) are      B)is      C) am     D) will    E)shall  

    

 137. Choose the correct variant 

 I … a new  bike yesterday     

  A) bought     B) have bought    C) is buy   D) was bought    E) had bought 

 

138. Choose the correct variant 

Can you tell me … the station is? 

   A) where      B) were     C) why      D) how many     E)wear 

 

139. Choose the correct variant 

How many people can you… outside? 

  A) see      B) look      C) go      D) wash     E) come 

 

 141. Choose the correct variant 

We…. breakfast   and then we left the house 

      A) ate       B) is ate     C) eat     D) eaten     E) are eat 

 

142. Choose the correct variant 

My sister … four children 

 A) has     B) have     C) is     D) was     E) have been 

 

 143. Choose the correct variant  



We … never eaten Mexican food 

  A) have       B) had      C) has     D) are      E) was 

 

  144. Choose the correct variant 

The children … the lost puppy 

  A) have found      B) have find      C) is finding      

  D) was found       E) is found 

 

   145. Choose the correct variant 

 I … my dinner right now 

   A) am eating     B) eat      C) eating      D) eats    E) was eating 

 

  146. Choose the correct variant 

I haven’t worked … last December 

  A) since      B) for     C) by       D)before       E) in 

 

  147. Choose the correct variant 

Maxwell … not sleeping on our sofa 

   A) is     B) are      C) am       D) shall      E) is being 

 

148. . Choose the correct word. 

… they have an old car? 

A)do         B) are        C) does        D) have       E) is 

 

149.Choose the correct word.  

…  you have any questions? 

A)do         B) are       C) does       D) were      E) was 

 

150. Choose the correct word. 

How can I ... to the post office? 

A)get             B) arrive            C) find              D) see           E)reach 

 

 

 


